2017 BROOKLIN SCHOOL PTF SILENT AUCTION
Friday, June 9th
Starts: 6:30
Ends: 8:30
Can’t make it? Bid on items by texting 207-266-1298
KIMBERLY RIDLEY NATURE HIKE
Take a 2-hour family nature walk with Brooklin’s own science writer and children’s book author, Kimberly
Ridley. Visit Harriman Point Reserve in Brooklin, and learn about sphagnum moss, trailside vernal pools
(salamander eggs!), nurse trees, snags, animal sign, birds, cool plants, shoreline, habitats/ecosystems, and
so much more.
Estimated Value: $150.00
Starting Bid: $75.00

VIKING LUMBER BUCKET OF GOODIES
A bucket full of DIY fun: tool belt, duck tape, smart pot- is that not enough? Grab your coffee (or whiskey) in
your new YETI stainless cup, while donning your new VBS builder hat, and handling your multi-tool with ease
and pride. Still not done? Pull out your lutz multi-headed screwdriver. Go ahead, use it to strap on your Yeti
croakies…. and you're ready to build the day!
Estimated Value: $175.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

$50 MARLINTINI'S GIFT CARD
A locals' spot for delicious food- serving everything from soups and salads to overflowing platters of seafood.
It is the perfect place to bring the family and out of town guests.
Estimated Value: $50.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

SHERRY STREETER OIL PAINTING
A Sherry Streeter original is what your home needs! The beauty and order of the physical world and it’s
underlying mysteries are what inspire her. Let her work be a daily inspiration to you!
Estimated Value: $800.00
Starting Bid: $200.00

ACADIA FIRE INDOOR SOCCER FIELD RENTAL
Admit it! An indoor soccer field is a much better place than your home for that big bash you want to throw.
Oh, the grandeur of such a bash would be talked about for years to come!
Estimated Value: $200.00
Starting Bid: $75.00

NAUTICAL JEWELRY SET BY SHAWNEE DOW
Jewelry is a wonderful way to express our passions. Let Brooklin's maritime beauty adorn you with this
gorgeous set of nautically themed silver jewelry.
Estimated Value: $75.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

$50 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO ETAIN BOUTIQUE
Are you always pulling up your bra straps? Are you only comfortable when you get home and rip off that
restrictive spandex contraption of torture? This PORTLAND lingerie business, owned by a Brooklin native,
offers custom fittings and unique and comfortable bras of all shapes and sizes. Making chests everywhere
happy. Something that benefits everyone!
Estimated Value: $50.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

AUDREY COOPER BOWL
Audrey Cooper's art is capturing the attention of all who see it. Her pottery is rich in texture and features
extraordinary custom glazes.
Estimated Value: $100.00
Starting Bid: $35.00

BILL MAYHER DRIFTWOOD FISH SCULPTURE
Local artist Bill Mayher has done it again! As the centerpiece of any scene, this reclaimed drifter is
redesigned and rebirthed as a serene sea creature; artistic and fun, remarkable and entirely unique!
Estimated Value: $90.00
Starting Bid: $45.00

2 GALLONS OF WOOD-FIRED VERMONT MAPLE SYRUP
Aunt Jemimah will not be visiting your house on Saturday mornings anymore! Trade in that high fructose
corn syrup for the real deal. With only one ingredient from nature, this Vermont Maple Syrup makes waffles
not only delicious, but also super nutritious!
Estimated Value: $90.00
Starting Bid: $45.00

HANDMADE PAPERS GALLERY LAMPSHADE
Brighten up your night with this stunning Brooklin-made graceful filter of light. A handmade lampshade by
local artist Gigi Sarsfield. Gigi crafts her shades completely from scratch! The paper alone is worthy of
recognition. Each shade is a unique work of functional art.
Estimated Value: $185.00
Starting Bid: $45.00

BAG OF SWEET TREATS
What could be better than 1 pint of the best, creamiest, most delectable sinfully good ice cream in Maine?
How about 4 pints!?! One for the family and 3 for you. And there is MORE! Brooklin's own Blossom makes
the most scrumptious treats. Don't miss out on this beautiful and delicious bag of delights!
Estimated Value: $50.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

JON SPIVAK SURF AND TURF DINNER FOR 6
Classic New England Lobster Bake for 6 by phenomenal chef Jon Spivak. Local salad, Lobster, Mussels,
Corn, Potatoes, and Blueberry pie. What more could you ask for!?!
Estimated Value: $350.00
Starting Bid: $200.00

2 HOURS OF HOME ORGANIZING CONSULT WITH ROBYN SEALANDER
Clear your clutter! 2 hours of inspiring ideas and stylish solutions from Brooklin's achieved architect and
designer (and mother of three brilliant Brooklin Students). Let Robyn's organizational talents work for you!
Sometimes a fresh perspective is the best solution.
Estimated Value: $200.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

THE MAINE HIDEAWAY - ASIAN INSPIRED DINNER FOR 4
Come! Wow your friends with an Asian inspired tapas dinner. Jeff will create a one of a kind meal that will
combine all your edible preferences into a delicious feast.
Estimated Value: $150.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

BOAT TOUR AND GOURMET PICNIC TO ISLAND OF SHIVERS FOR FOUR
Just imagine it. . . . Darla and Bryan from the Morning Moon taking you and three friends on a guided tour
in their 18’ skiff to the Island of Shivers, in the Deer Isle Archipelago. Once you are there you will be able to
feast on the gourmet lunch they have prepared for you! Weather and time permitting, you can visit the
Wooden Boat school and Center Harbor to gaze upon some beautiful boats dotting the majestic coastline.
Estimated Value: $500.00
Starting Bid: $150.00

TRADITIONAL BRAZILIAN DINNER FOR FOUR
Amazing! All you need do is arrive hungry and be prepared for a rare treat in these far corners of Maine, a
genuine, home-cooked Brazilian banquet for you and three friends. Perfieto!
Estimated Value: $150.00
Starting Bid: $75.00

$25.00 PORK NATION BBQ GIFT CERTIFICATE
Pork chops, bacon, ham, sausage- no matter how you slice it, pork is good! It is so good they named a
nation after it. Pork Nation! Come enjoy some amazing BBQ located right in downtown Bar Harbor.
Estimated Value: $25.00
Starting Bid: $10.00

WATER'S EDGE FITNESS PERSONAL TRAINING WITH SANDY BUXTON
Do you sit hunched over at your desk? Do you groan when you stand up? Do you ache when you roll out of
bed? Two hours of personal training with Sandy Buxton is what you need! She specializes in posture and
core strength; it's her secret weapon to making you feel better.
Estimated Value: $100.00
Starting Bid: $45.00

STONINGTON OPERA HOUSE- TWO TICKETS TO HENRY IV
Don't miss this classic tragedy for two. Showing since 1599 the world over, and between August 17-27 at
Stonington's magnificent theater. These tickets offer a night out that is sure to impress. Et tu Brute? You bet!
Estimated Value: $70.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

MAINESCAPE HANGING BASKET
Dreamscape is more like it! A bonanza of beautiful blooms that is almost too much to bear! You can't go
wrong with this explosion of spring on your porch!
Estimated Value: $25.00
Starting Bid: $10.00

OFFCENTER HARBOR LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP
Enhance every aspect of your boating experience with access to this nautical canon; centuries of knowledge
and reams of narrative await you. Sail through hundreds of videos and articles on boat handling, repairs,
maintenance and building. Reviews of classic vessels, thoughtful perspectives on boating today, insight to
current projects and trends are just a taste of what you'll find at this one of a kind website for lovers of life
under sail.
Estimated Value: $350.00
Starting Bid: $80.00

6 DAY PASSES ABBE MUSEUM
Explore People of the First Light, the Abbe Museum's new core exhibit about the Wabanaki people which
includes a wide array of informational mediums. You'll also enjoy the exhibit space, which has been shaped
by Wabanaki artists who've been integral to the design process. The exhibit’s centerpiece is a gorgeous,
two-story sculptural ash tree that draws the various aspects of the experience together.
Estimated Value: $55.00
Starting Bid: $15.00

BOX OF BIANCO'S SAUSAGES
Family owned and operated, hand crafted sausage for the most discerning of BBQ palates. Take them home
and make a memory.
Estimated Value: $30.00
Starting Bid: $10.00

BLUE HILL FAIR PASSES
Finally, a way to make it to the fair all 5 days! Can’t miss the Peninsula’s favorite, time-honored tradition;
sweets, rides- big and small, games for all, sweets, toys and tractors, crafts and calves, horse pulls,
sweets…. and the feeling you get when you walk the grounds for miles, passing gazillions of all- aged smiles.
(Wait….did we mention sweets?)
Estimated Value: $60.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

KNEISEL HALL TICKETS 5 OPEN REHEARSAL TICKETS
For an afternoon of truly beautiful music in this remarkably peaceful place, bid high and be swept away....
Estimated Value: $60.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

STANLEY SUBARU SERVICE DEPT. SIGNATURE CAR DETAILING
Is it the Cheerios stuck to your seat? Maybe it’s the dog hair that mingles with your own. Or perhaps it's that
foreign specimen you dare not touch for fear it might fight back. Let's be honest, we could all use a
professional detail, and so could our cars. Better go to the mat for this one!
Estimated Value: $299.00
Starting Bid: $80.00

LUCY'S GRANOLA BAG FILLED WITH GRANOLA AND TREATS
Glorious granola! Perfectly packaged and prettily presented in this handy, healthy satchel. A veritable, edible
poem.
Estimated Value: $80.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

TRADEWINDS $25 GAS CARD
Have gas? If you don't now, you will soon when you win this gift certificate for gas at Tradewinds.
Conveniently located and easy to access, Tradewinds' gas station is the go to spot for gas in these parts.
Estimated Value: $25.00
Starting Bid: $10.00

BEAMING LIGHT REIKI SESSION
Have table. Will travel. Reiki practitioner Eileen Mielenhausen will bring you Reiki energy healing whenever
and wherever it's best for you. Satisfied customers rave about tension release as healing energy flows where
it's needed most.
Estimated Value: $75.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

PANTSUIT NATION BOOK AND BAG OF GOODIES
Have you heard of this epic phenomenon right in our own backyard? Bid on this amazing Pantsuit Nation
swag bag, compliments of the founder herself Libby Chamberlain. Bag includes $20 gift card to Blue Hill
Books, bag of Bucklyn coffee, Pantsuit Nation book and more swag.
Estimated Value: $75.00
Starting Bid: $35.00

NEW PINK GIRL'S BICYCLE WITH TRAINING WHEELS
Help a child master the joys of bicycling while in high style. A bright pink bicycle with training wheels. . . what
could be more fun?
Estimated Value: $80.00
Starting Bid: $20.00

TASHA'S DRIVING RANGE AND RESTAURANT GIFT CARD
Hit some hamburgers and dine on golf balls. Or vice versa. It's all your choice with this gift card to Tasha's.
Estimated Value: $25.00
Starting Bid: $10.00

$100 GIFT CARD BROOKLIN GENERAL STORE
How on earth do you spend a $100 at the General Store? Super easily! Fill your fridge with all things
delicious, grab a tank of propane and maybe some adult beverages. You will be set for whatever summer
throws at you! Enjoy and embrace the return of this landmark business to our town.
Estimated Value: $100.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

SIGNED COPIES OF MOONGLOW BY MICHAEL CHABON AND A REALLY GOOD
DAY BY AYELET WALDMAN
In this "faux memoir," Brooklin's own Pulitzer Prize-winning Michael Chabon "renders an entire era with a
single deathbed confession," according to the New Yorker. And it gets better with the revealing story of how
Ayelet navigated her mood storms with microdosing LSD. Did we mention that both books are signed by the
author?
Estimated Value: $50.00
Starting Bid: $20.00

YEAR LONG YMCA MEMBERSHIP
It's fun to go to the YMCA! It's fun to go to the YMCA! From yoga to strength training, our YMCA is the
perfect place to go this winter to keep active and fight away those winter blues. With a full schedule of
classes it is easy to find one to fit your schedule.
Estimated Value: $485.00
Starting Bid: $150.00

1 HOUR GOLF LESSON WITH NOAH TAPLEY, A PGA PROFESSIONAL
Just when you thought you'd golfed your best game, the golfing guru on the gorgeous greens of Castine
offers to bring your game up a notch. Winning this is a hole in one!
Estimated Value: $105.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

ALISON DIBBLE PAINTING
The truly remarkable local painter, author and scientist Alison Dibble has donated a beautiful piece to bring
light and life into your home.
Estimated Value:
Starting Bid:

BLUE HILL INN BREAKFAST FOR 4
Looking for a new breakfast spot? Look no further than the beautiful Blue Hill Inn! Yes- They serve breakfast!
Enjoy their charming dining room, while being served an elegant three-course meal. The Blue Hill Inn's
service transcends all others. You will not be disappointed!
Estimated Value: $65.00
Starting Bid: $40.00

2 HOUR SAIL FOR 4 ON S/V 48' SAILING SLOOP, KATRINKA
Love sailing, but don't know how? Allow Captain Jason White to give you a tour of our majestic waters on
the stunning Katrinka! See Brooklin and our neighboring towns from a whole new perspective. It will make
you fall in love with the area all over again!
Estimated Value: $300.00
Starting Bid: $100.00

EL EL FRIJOLES $25.00 CERTIFICATE, T-shirt and stickers
El Mexicanito en Maine? You can't go wrong with local ingredients spun into delicious Mexican fare. El El
Frijoles is a local treat worth waiting for.
Estimated Value: $25.00
Starting Bid: $10.00

SEASIDE FACIAL GIFT CERTIFICATE
Enjoy a relaxing and rejuvenating facial at Seaside Facials. You deserve it.
Estimated Value: $90.00
Starting Bid: $45.00

$30 PAT'S PIZZA GIFT CARD
Perfectly prepared and pleasantly presented, Pat’s is among the prize pizzas of the peninsula. Convenient
and reliable, this gift certificate is a delectable dinner in your pocket in a pinch.
Estimated Value: $30.00
Starting Bid: $10.00

JOHN STEED LAW CONSULTING 1HRS
Real Estate, Contracts and Probate, Oh my... One hour of legal consultation with John Steed is an amazing
opportunity to take care of those pesky legal items you have been ignoring.
Estimated Value: $200.00
Starting Bid: $75.00

JOHN STEED LAW CONSULTING 3HRS
Real Estate, Contracts and Probate, Oh my... Three hours of legal consultation with John Steed is an
amazing opportunity to take care of those pesky legal items you have been ignoring.
Estimated Value: $600.00
Starting Bid: $175.00

SAIL FOR 4 WITH CATERED LUNCH ON CAT BOAT, MOLLY B
Sail about in this beautifully crafted piece of history with a scrumptious lunch or dinner. This shapely lady was
built in 1927 and restored recently by D.N Hyland right here in Brooklin.
Estimated Value: $200.00
Starting Bid: $90.00

$25 BAGADUCE LUNCH GIFT CERTIFICATE
So here’s what this close to home, heavenly, low key, seaside spot has to offer:
“My all time FAVORITE take out joint! OMG the haddock is to die for! The prices are great and the view is one
in a million.”
-anonymous, Happy Eater
Estimated Value: $25.00
Starting Bid: $10.00

1HR IT CONSULTING AND SOLUTIONS WITH NICK CARTER
Starting a new business or want to make your current computer system more reliable? With 18 years of
extensive experience, spanning all areas of business IT including: backup solutions, networking, file sharing,
and web hosting; Nick will apply his knowledge to tackle any computing issue your business is facing.
Estimated Value: $120.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

BROOKLIN BOATYARD HAUL OUT OR LAUNCH UP TO '45
The Brooklin Boat Yard's new 80 Metric Ton Travel Lift allows its highly skilled crew to launch and haul out
boats up to 35 ft safely and with aplomb. Let the real pros handle this chore with ease.
Estimated Value: $350.00
Starting Bid: $175.00

ELLEN BOORAEM SIGNED BOOK STACK
Ellen's books are young adult novels exploring fantasy that's based in the real world. But don't let the young
adult category fool you, these novels are a joy to read no matter how old you are. Get lost in her books The
Unnameables, Small Persons with Wings and Texting the Underworld.
Estimated Value: $50.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

2 SIGNED BOOKS BY REBEKAH RAYE WITH FRAMED ILLUSTRATION
Rebekah Raye makes breathtaking illustrations that brings nature right into your room. You can enjoy reading
and looking at two of her spectacular books, The Very Best Bed and Thanks to the Animals.
Estimated Value: $100.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

STONESET FARM - $50 SEEDLING CERTIFICATES TO USE BY 6/17
These seedlings are famous for a reason! Pick from the finest flora and food, all organic, eclectic, and
perfect-ic. Can't go wrong bidding long on what will beautifully bloom so soon!
Estimated Value: $50.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

LYN MAYEWSKI NECKLACE
This lovely stone wrapped in silver cord is hand rendered for the days when you need a bit of the beach near
your heart.
Estimated Value: $85.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

BROOKLIN INN $100 DINNER GIFT CERTIFICATE
Time to move out of the pub and into the penthouse. Enjoy a delicious dinner for 4 at the swanky scene
upstairs. Organic and orgasmic, don't miss a chance to wine and dine on Brooklin's white tablecloths.
Estimated Value: $100.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

SARAH DOREMUS NECKLACE
Tooled by the able hands and unique eye of master artist and teacher Sarah Doremus this unique peninsula
stone and silver necklace is a stunner.
Estimated Value: $160.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

SARAH DOREMUS BROOCH
A brooch is just what your outfit needs! This outstanding piece of art is a wonderful way to look classy and
artsy all at once. Sarah beautifully paired a peninsula stone, a mysterious antique tintype, and a exotic coin in
a fabulous display of deep history and modern style.
Estimated Value: $160.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

2 HOURS IN THE POTTERY STUDIO WITH CAROLINE MAYHER
Two hours of playtime in the sanctuary of a creative genius is priceless . . . Are you up for the once in lifetime
experience?
Estimated Value: $150.00
Starting Bid: $75.00

ISLAND COUNTRY CLUB ROUND OF GOLF
Views of Isle au Haut and Cadillac Mountain. Check. Cool island breezes. Check. A nine-hole golf course
suitable for experienced players but fun for the whole family.Check. All yours to enjoy during a round of golf
at the Island Country Club
Estimated Value: $60.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

INDIGO BEACH BLANKET AND PILLOW
Want to look like to coolest cat on the beach or park this summer? This hand dyed, indigo blanket and pillow
from POPPIE in Brooklin will make you the envy of everyone.
Estimated Value: $75.00
Starting Bid: $30.00

KATE CALHOUN PAINTING
What a sweet, summer acrylic to put in the perfect place for peacefully pondering.
Estimated Value:
Starting Bid:

PIEROGI MAKING CLASS WITH BRITTNEY CARTER
What do cheese and potatoes, caramelized onions and sautéed meat, and blueberries have in common?
They are all possible fillings for pierogies! Have you ever wanted to know how to make these traditional
Polish scrumptious morsels? These Eastern European dumplings are amazing any way you fill them. Join
Brittney Sobol Carter with three of your friends to learn how to impress your family and guests!
Estimated Value: $200.00
Starting Bid: $75.00

$100 GIFT CARD BROOKLIN GENERAL STORE
What is better than $100 at the General Store. $200 at the General Store, be sure to bid on both!
Estimated Value: $100.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

2 NIGHTS OCEANFRONT CAMPING AT REACH KNOLLS
What sounds amazing? >>> Eating "Cake by the Ocean." Sign up for this item and enjoy 2 nights of rustic
seaside camping at the Reach Knolls. Please note that you must bring your own cake to reenact the DNCE
song.
Estimated Value: $60.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

THE MAINE HIDEAWAY - 1 NIGHT STAY
Where is your favorite place in Brooklin for in-laws to stay? The Maine Hideaway, we will take care of your
relatives, so you don't have to. We will even throw in an extra couple of breakfasts on one of the morning, so
they do not even have to come over to visit that morning. Like all good things, this treat must be served cold,
available September through May. Up to 50% off four additional nights with this offer.
Estimated Value: $135.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

HAND PAINTED SILK SCARF AND SUMMER CLUTCH FROM MAE IN BLUE HILL
Wherever you are, and whatever you do, be in love. Fall in love with this MAE Blue Hill Yellow Scarf and
clutch. Then go to the shop and fall in love with more of its friends.
Estimated Value: $225.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

ADDIE PEAT BAG WITH 2 BOTTLES OF WINE
“Accept what life offers you and try to drink from every cup. All wines should be tasted; some should only be
sipped, but with others, drink the whole bottle.”― Paulo Coelho Enjoy a selection of choice wines, donated
by our very own Brooklin residents' private collections.
Estimated Value:
Starting Bid:

ARAGOSTA $125.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE
Without a doubt one of the finest eating experiences Downeast has to offer. Take a stab (with your fork!) at
this one!!
Estimated Value: $125.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

COURTSIDE LEMONADE AND BLUEBERRY MUFFIN
Work up a sweat on your own court or the Brooklin Town tennis courts. AND Allison Watters will deliver to
you with some lemonade and bring some muffins to boot!
Estimated Value: $35.00
Starting Bid: $10.00

CARDING BROOK FARM $50.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE
Wouldn't you want to eat an organic tomato grown by one of the hardest-working couples in Maine on a
bucolic saltwater farm? That tomato and other veggies are yours with the ownership of this magic certificate.
Estimated Value: $50.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

VICKI HULL BARTENDING SERVICES
You know you have arrived when you have a bartender at your home party. And your bartender can fluxom
your guests with 3rd grade math problems to keep them sharp throughout the night.
Estimated Value: $100.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

3 HOUR SAILING LESSON ON A 26' WOODEN GAFF-RIGGED SLOOP WITH ROBIN
LINCOLN
You will master sailing after only three short hours with Robin Lincoln, well maybe not master but definitely
learn some basics. You will sail away only wanting more!
Estimated Value: $300.00
Starting Bid: $75.00

HOMEMADE KIMCHEE BY ALISON WHITING
Yummy, yummy, Kimchee! Once you have had good kimchi it is hard to imagine life without it. It goes well
with just about everything. And its health benefits are priceless. It will quickly become a staple condiment on
your table. Once you kimchee, you never go back!
Estimated Value: $40.00
Starting Bid: $10.00

COCKTAIL AND APPETIZER CRUISE ON BOSS LADY FOR 4
Let Boss Lady take you for a ride! She is a 45' downeast style cruiser powerboat. Enjoy lobster rolls and
cocktails on a two hour tour down Eggemoggin reach. A guaranteed good time!
Estimated Value: $350.00
Starting Bid: $125.00

STRONG BREWERY $50.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE
Strong Brew. . . Yes please! Enjoy their delicious beer while hanging out in their beautifully newly renowned
brewery or grab a few growlers to go! Either way it will be a gratifying time!
Estimated Value: $50.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

MONAT HAIR CARE PRODUCTS AND THREE BAGS FULL CLUTCH
Our amazing business owner and mother of 5, Desiree Eaton donated a full set of Monat hair care products.
These products are all natural, toxin free and will for reals prevent any child related goo from sticking to your
hair, just ask Desiree. Pack these gems into your new, cute cosmetic by Three bags Full.
Estimated Value: $130.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

BLUE HILL CO-OP GIFT CARD & BAG
The Blue Hill Co-op is a priceless resource! Whether you stop in for coffee and a breakfast sandwich or go
there for your supplements. Plus, you get a great tote to put all your goodies in.
Estimated Value:
Starting Bid:

PAUL SULLIVAN CONCERT
Score a set of two tickets to the hottest performance on the Peninsula. Paul Sullivan, a Grammy Award
winning pianist and composer will delight you with his original compositions and fantastic favorites in his
home theater with wine and cheese reception.
Estimated Value: $40.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

6 HOURS OF YARDWORK BY BROOKLIN YOUTH CORPS
Three intrepid members of the Brooklin Youth Corps will work with you on the project of your choice for up
to six hours one day this summer. BYC members are industrious local teens who relish stacking wood,
weeding, watering, clearing brush, cleaning out basements and washing cars. Value = $162.00
Estimated Value: $160.00
Starting Bid: $50.00

BLOSSOM STUDIO GLASS NECKLACE
Handcrafted in Blue Hill, Maine this elegant, hand blown necklace will make you shine.
Estimated Value:
Starting Bid:

COFFEE BAG WITH COFFEE TO DRINK AND MUGS
You will be styling with your multipurpose burlap bag sipping your fine Bucklyn Coffee in some beautiful
mugs. You will not want to miss this amazing covfefe auction item.
Estimated Value: $50.00
Starting Bid: $25.00

